THOMAS
PODGRODZKI

CREATIVE DIRECTOR

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES

ABOUT ME

In this quality, I accompany customers in the
digitization
and
communication
of
their
company.I have had the opportunity and pleasure
to work for many companies, small and large
sizes, participating in the creation of innovative
applications and artistically and technically
complex websites. These projects allowed me to
deepen my knowledge and skills, both technical
and artistic, and to improve my customer
relations.

Juin 2014 - Septembre 2014

Juin 2014 - Septembre 2014

References : Ubisoft, Carrefour, Sopra Steria,
Société Générale, Nemeco, UrbanSoccer, TCM
Cinema, CIEP, Building Screens, Animation Tool,
Yo-kai Watch, and more...

HETIC

Guest Speaker in Web
Higher Education Schools

UX & UI Designer, Front
Developper and more
Passionate about the world of the Web for several
years, I begin as a self-taught designer. In order to
deepen my knowledge and skills, I undertake a
Bachelor's Degree at HETIC, a private higher
education institution specialized in the Internet
and recognized as one of the best schools in
France and even the best according to «Le Figaro»
in His record of 2013. It is three years later that I
ﬁnish as the Best student of the class. This course
allows me to alternate training and working so I
quickly ﬁnd a job with Abstrakt, a great known
web agency based in Paris. Initially in a part-time
as web designer, I became Creative Director thus
enlarging my perimeter of skills and giving me the
opportunity to manage projects in their entirety,
from the ﬁrst contact with the client to the ﬁnal
rendering. At the same time, I embarked on a
freelance program and carried out numerous
projects such as the creation of graphic identities,
portfolio and e-commerce websites, from
branding to interface design and development.

My taste for the sharing of knowledge logically
brought me back to my former school HETIC to
become a teacher of UX & UI Design, front
development and also in new technologies like
augmented, mixed and virtual reality.

TXT’UP

Webdesigner
This agency specializing in computer programming
offered me my ﬁrst professional experience in the
world of the web. This one taught me to respond to the
various constraints imposed by this environment:
responsive and crossplatform designs, browsers
compatibility , retina display, and more...

QUALIFICATIONS
2013 - 2016

October 2014 - Now

ABSTRAKT

Creative Director

FRONT DEVELOPPER

HETIC Best student of the class

Designer & Developper of
Digital Solutions
Higher education in 3 years: Project management,
back and front development, SQL databases, Cloud,
HTML5 / CSS3 integration, CMS, UX and UI Design,
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effect and more ...

References : Vizeo-Technologies, OtheatrO, LaLineUp,
Tabz, GDG, ChouChou Deli

CONTACT
MAIL

SKILLS

UX, UI, Photoshop, Illustrator,
After Effect, HTML5, CSS3,
JavaScript, jQuery, PHP, SQL,
Wordpress, Agile Project
Management, SEO...

tpodgro@gmail.com
WEBSITE

www.thomaspodgro.com
CODEPEN

@Podgro

